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Gloria Hass Releases Debut Book "My Journey as a Grey

Hybrid" Detailing Her Past Life

TUCSON, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES, July 6, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Gloria Hass, a former alien hybrid,

has recently released her debut book, "My Journey as a

Grey Hybrid," which delves into her personal experiences

and struggles coming to terms with her past life as an

extraterrestrial being. The book has garnered attention

from the UFO community and was even featured in Bill

Howard's documentary, "Encounters" released in 2023.

In her book, Hass shares her unique perspective on

being a hybrid and the challenges she faced while trying

to understand her true identity. She opens up about her

journey of self-discovery and acceptance, shedding light

on the often-misunderstood world of hybrids. Through

her words, she hopes to bring awareness and

understanding to this community.

Hass' book has already gained praise and recognition

from the UFO community, with many applauding her bravery in sharing her story. In the

documentary "Encounters," she discusses her book and the importance of having open

discussions about the existence of extraterrestrial life. Her insights and experiences have

sparked a conversation within the community, making her book a must-read for anyone

interested in the topic.

"My Journey as a Grey Hybrid" is now available for purchase on Amazon. The book offers a

unique and thought-provoking perspective on the world of alien hybrids and is a must-read for

anyone seeking to understand this community. Don't miss out on this opportunity to gain insight

into a world beyond our own. Get your copy today and join the conversation.
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